
No One’s Perfect Until… 
 

 

Verse 1 

 

Living isn’t for the weak 
Too many friends of mine  

Spent decades in free fall 

Waiting for a sign  

 

Clock ran away from me 

Lessons learnt, left me burnt 

Body grew heavy 

Life got messy 

 

Prechorus 1 

 

I didn’t just make mistakes 

I made choices  

Created heartaches 

Ignored the noises 

 

Chorus 1 

 

You never never had my attention 

Though you deserved it way more than them 

In me you saw no damn imperfection 

Just a rose without its stem 

 

Every day I asked you why oh why 

Always got the same reply 

You said no one’s perfect 

until you fall in love with them 

 

(No one is perfect until 

You fall in love with them 

No one’s perfect until 

Until you fall in love 

You fall in love with them) 



 

Verse 2 

 

I walked down red carpets so 
Unsure where to go 

Fell under fast went nowhere  

Down an empty road 

 

Slept on both ends of the bed 

Only realized after the fall      

The most important things in life 

Aren’t things at all 

 

Prechorus 2  

 

I didn’t just make mistakes 

I made choices  

Created heartaches 

Ignored the noises 

 

Chorus 2 

 

You never never had my attention 

Though you deserved it way more than them 

In me you saw no damn imperfection 

Just a rose without its stem 

 

Every day I asked you why oh why 

Always got the same reply 

You said no one’s perfect 

until you fall in love with them 

 

(No one is perfect until 

You fall in love with them 

No one’s perfect until 

Until you fall in love 

You fall in love with them) 

 

Bridge 

 



Your heart always kept its own time 

I loved breathing in your sunshine 

You were not allowed to choose  

What you were famous for 

 

Chorus 3 

 

You never never had my attention 

Though you deserved it way more than them 

In me you saw no damn imperfection 

Just a rose without its stem 

 

Every day I asked you why oh why 

Always got the same reply 

You said no one’s perfect 

until you fall in love with them 

 

(Nothing is perfect  

Until you fall in love with them  

Until you fall in love with them)  

 
End 

 

If something can go wrong  

it will, twice 

But with you by my side 

Every day will forever be paradise  

 

You’ve made this the greatest love story of all time (of all time) 


